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In Theorem 1, we shall discuss some properties of semifinite measure, that
is, the measure n on a ring R of sets with the property that, for every E in R,
n(E) is equal to the least upper bound of fi(F) where F runs over sets such that F
is in R (F <= E) and /i(F) < oo. Let a(R) be the tr-ring generated by R. To prove
Theorem 2 we shall use the uniqueness theorem in Luther's paper [2], which is
stated as a lemma in this paper. Theorem 2 is to the effect that for measures nl

and \i2 on <r(R), \iv g \i2 on R implies /ij ^ \i2 provided that fiJR (i = 1,2) is
semifinite on a(R). Here nJR is the restriction, on a(R), of the outer measure
(HilR)* induced by the restricted measure fijR of /zf on R. Definitions of terms
are the same as [1] and [2].

Fix a set X. Let R be a ring of subsets of X and /x a measure on R. Let a(R)
be the cr-ring generated by R, n* the outer measure induced by n on the hereditary
c-ring H(R) generated by R and let p. be the restriction of fx* to a{R), that is,
p. = H* IG(R). Then jl is a measure on ff(R). In [2] Luther showed that semifiniteness
of jx implies that of fi on R and that the semifiniteness of fi can not imply that of fi.
We can prove the following:

THEOREM 1. If the measure n is semifinite on R and if for every Aea(R)
there is an F in R (F c A) such that fi(A) = fi(F) then p, is semifinite.

PROOF. For every A in <r(R), there is an F in R (F <= A) such that

: G c f , n(G) <<x>,GeR}

:GcA, fi(G) < oo, G e a(R)}

Hence p is semifinite.

REMARK. The converse of Theorem 1 is not true. For example, let X = [0,1],
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Rn = \A : A is Lebesgue measurable and A z> 0, — H or

(n = 1,2, •••) and let R = (J?Rn. Then R is a ring (actually is an algebra). Let n be
the Lebesgue measure restricted to R. Then [0 , | ] is in <r(R), so F <= [ 0 , | ] , £ in
R (and fi(F) < oo) implies F = 0* Further, semifiniteness of /x can not imply
that A in <r(R) yields the existence of an E in R such that fi(A) = /*(£). Moreover,
we can not get semifiniteness of n even if also A in a(R) implies the existence of an
F in R (F c A) satisfying fi(A) = fi(F). For example, let X be any infinite set and
R the ring of all finite subsets of X. Define \i on R by

0 i f £ = 0 ,
(oo i f £ # 0 .

The following lemma is due to Luther [2].

LEMMA. Let n be a measure on a ring R. If ji is semifinite on o(R) then
there exists a unique extension of fi to o~(R).

By using this lemma we shall prove the following:

THEOREM 2. Let nt(i = 1,2, •••) be measures on a(R). If p-JR (i = 1,2) is

semifinite on <T(R) and if n± ^ fi2
 on ^> tnen Mi = f-2-

PROOF. Let M = {Eea(R): ^(E) ^ n2(E)}. Clearly, M D R . First we note
that, if fi1 and \i2 are finite measures on ff(R), then /ij ^ fi2 on a(R). In fact, it is
easy to see that M is a monotone class. Hence M ZD <T(R). This proves that

(i) for finite measures /it and [i2, Hi(E) ^ (i2(E) for all E e a(R).
Let V; = fiJR (i = 1,2). Then v, is semifinite and /i; = v; on R. By the lemma,

we can obtain
(ii) V; = ^ on ff(/?) for ( = 1,2.

Choose E e c(R); in proving that ^ ( £ ) ^ ^(E), one may assume that /*2(£) < °° •
By semifiniteness of vu we can find Fea(R) (F tz £) with Vi-ff-finite measure
such that Vx(£) = Vj(£). Hence there is a sequence {£„} of sets in R such that
£ c ( J ? £ n and Vl(£n) < oo . Since by (ii)

v2(£) = /i2(£) ^ v2(E) < oo ,

there is a sequence {Gn} of sets in R such that £ <= [J*Gn and v2(Gn) < oo . Hence
we can suppose that

* I know this example from Dr. N. Y. Luther.
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F c Q Hn,Hne R, vt(Hn) < oo (i = 1,2; n = 1,2, •••) and H} nHk = 0 (j * k).
I

Therefore we see F = \Jf(Hn OF) and /*;(#„) < °o and we get

= f (^WF)^ £ (/i2V(F) (by (i))
I I

I

which leads to the required inequality,

Ai,(E) = vt(£) = UF) = v^F) ^ H2{E). (by (ii))

REMARK. If we drop the hypothesis that /i( jR is semifinite, then the result is
false, even though fil and fi2

 a r e semifinite or n1 and ju2 are er-finite, as the
following example shows.

EXAMPLE. Let R be a ring of subsets of a countable set X with the property
that every non-empty set in R is infinite and such that <r(R) is the class of all subsets
of X. If, for every subset E of X, n^{E) is the number of points in E and H2(E)
= \nx{E), then n^ and fi2 are a-finite on o(R) and nl jR and /x2 /R are not semifinite
but /I; = /i; (i = 1,2) is a-finite (hence semifinite) on a(R). In this case Hi g /*2

 o n ^l-
but ^! ^ /i2 and ^ t # ^2

 o n ff(^)-

COR. 1. Suppose R is a ring, and nt and n2 are measures on a(R)such that
(i) Hi(E) 5S n2(E)for all E in R, and (ii) lijR is a-finite. Then nt ^ \i2 on o(K).

PROOF. Obviously, /i; \R is <r-finite and hence semifinite.

COR. 2. Let nt (i = 1,2) be measure on o(R). If njR (i = 1,2) is semifinite
and for every A in a(R) there is an F in R(F <= A) such that

and if Hi ^ /x2 on R, then /i, ^ u2.

PROOF. By Theorem 1, nJR (i = 1,2) is semifinite, and by Theorem 2, we get
lii ^ n2.
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